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Every day new people enter the world of blockchain, tokens, and cryptocurrencies,
in the hopes of generating money and investing in trustworthy projects.
Unfortunately, the vast majority do not have the requisite knowledge to achieve
their objectives and instead end up losing large sums of money.

The OKANE project – a term which means “money” in Japanese – aims to educate
people on the necessary tools to achieve their investment objectives in the worlds
of blockchain, cryptocurrency, and tokens.

We have noticed that one of the biggest hinderances for properly investing in the
crypto world is a lack of basic mathematical and financial knowledge that inhibits
many people from making careful decisions. Obtaining these skills, though, can be
very time-consuming, expensive, or just intellectually inaccessible.

As a team, our goal is to show investors the different tools available to them, teach
them how to protect invested money, and help them toward their financial goals.

Our main objective is to show the many potential uses of blockchain, thus
increasing the number of people who use this technology in its many applications,
including cryptocurrencies, tokens, and NFTs. 

Today in 2021, an estimated 3.9% of the population owns
cryptocurrencies and more than 18,000 businesses accept
crypto as payment.
With these numbers on the rise, it's essential to educate
both those who are already in the crypto world and those
who hope to invest safely in it.
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Called one of the pillars of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, blockchain and its
applications have fundamentally disrupted traditional business, charity, education,
and even societal models and conceptions. Blockchain has hastened the progress
toward a more developed world and thus helped all the inhabitants of our planet.

We firmly believe that with the proper education, anyone from any country and
background can actively participate in the blockchain ecosystem, thereby helping
the system to improve the livelihoods of all. 
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Our team is headed by Andrea Cancino,
Carlos Vidal, and Pedro Salah.
We aggregate our knowledge of
blockchain, investments, business
administration, and education with the
aim of developing a world-class
educational platform.

The values that

drive us are:

- Teamwork

- Passion

 -Responsibility

 -Honesty

 -Quality

 -Competitiveness

WHO WE ARE

Being aware of the risks that exist in the
cryptocurrencies world – which we have
witnessed on many occasions (from rug pulls
to coins that do not provide any utility) – we’ll
prepare all the necessary content so that those
who learn with OKANE academy can obtain all
the benefits of investing without the
headaches.
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Financing

The capital obtained from pre-
sales will finance all aspects of
the project’s first year, from the
website to the e-learning platform
to all of our personnel who
generate the content.

Investment

Those who keep the OKANE
Token will in various ways receive
a return on their investment,
making it attractive to keep the
Token as a “holder”. (See details
on the next page.)

Educational

It will be used as an educational
means for those using the
learning platform, which will in
turn benefit those who own the
Token.

Payment method

It can be used to pay for the
OKANE educational platform as
well as FOR other platforms with
which we will collaborate. 

The OKANE token has four central purposes for the development of the
project. These are:

E-learning has continually
demonstrated the effectiveness of

distance learning and we will not be
left behind in the blockchain world.

UTILITY
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There is no longer any doubt over the benefits of e-learning
for both students and companies, as it is much easier to
render scalable.

OKANE academy will have an e-learning platform focused on audiovisual
material (videos) with regularly updated content. All students will have
access to free basic content and will also have the opportunity to pay to
access premium content.

As a business model, we know that e-learning platforms are highly lucrative,
and therefore a high percentage of our profits will be shared monthly among
all holders. 

In addition, those holders who have gathered OKANE Token will be able to
access the platform’s premium content without additional payment. 

Holders Students

Earnings for each
purchase and sale of

the Token (Tax)

Platform that will
help you to learn

how to invest
safely in the crypto

world

Earnings when the value
of the Token rises

Profits thanks to the
OKANE platform that

will be distributed
among the holders

Low-cost access
to premium

content 

Safe practice using
the OKANE Token
in real-world cases

BUSINESS MODEL
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10% is the tax for each transaction that will
be distributed as follows

4% for the project wallet: we know that carrying out a project that includes the

development of audiovisual material is expensive, so these tokens will help us

continue to produce material for the educational platform.

3% reward for holders: Every time someone buys or sells the OKANE Token, this

amount will be distributed among all holders in proportion to the number of Tokens

they own. The longer you keep OKANE Tokens, the more token you will receive.

3% sent to the liquidity of the Token: the long-term stability of the token is

fundamental above all, since it will be used as a means of learning for students

across the platform. Greater liquidity means more stability for the currency.

TOKENOMICS
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Symbol: OKANE
Contract:
0xE48e92965D198e729B15269b7262
0BEbB4402601
Total supply: 30.000.000 OKANE
Presale: 18.400.000 OKANE
Liquidity: 9.737.280 OKANE
Project Wallet: 1.494.720 OKANE
Unicrypt Fee: 368.000 OKANE



12-2021

- Launch of the smart contract
- Launch of pre-sale in Unicrypt
- Smart contract audit
- KYC (verification of team members)
- Website launch
- Creation of social networks

Pre launch

ROADMAP

01-2022

- Token launch on Pancakeswap
- Distribution of news about the project
via various media
- Coingecko listing
- Coinmarketcap listing
- Hiring of personnel necessary for
development

Token Launching

02-2022

- Beginning of the web development
stage
- Begin planning for the content of the
educational platform
- Updates on the work done via a blog
- Alliances with different Blockchain
platforms

Development

2022-2023

- OKANE platform version 1.0
- Launch of the first courses in the
different topics
- Platform expansion to other
languages
- Aggressive marketing to publicize the
platform globally
- Alliances with educational entities
such as schools or universities

Launch of the educational platform
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We appreciate your time in reading this whitepaper,
and we are confident that we pose an excellent long-
term investment opportunity with excellent
potential.

https://okane.academy
contact@okane.academy

@OkaneAcademy

The above, together with the advantages that make
e-learning unique (Сost Efficiency, Convenience,
Improved Performance, Sustainability, Time-
Efficiency), we will help people achieve the financial
freedom they seek.

We are convinced of the necessity for the
blockchain world that we guide and teach others
how to participate while minimizing risks. Such
participation is only achieved by understanding how
the system works.

Contact

OKANE ACADEMY
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@okaneacademy

https://twitter.com/OkaneAcademy
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